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Sixty-fifth year

Antropology Gets Boost
by MELISSA CLARK
The newest addition to the
Sociology and Anthropology
department came in December
when Dr. Karen Armstrong
joined the Ixmgwood faculty. She
is a graduate of the University of
Pittsburgh.
Prior to getting her degree, in
1970 she began to focus on
European studies because of her
interest in Scotland. She also had
an interest in archaeology and in
1972
she
directed
an
archaeological dig at Hanna's
Town. Here she uncovered
evidence that revealed it had
been a colonial site raided and
burned by Indians in the
eighteenth century. In the
summer of '72 she went to Ireland
to a field training village and
collected information on folklore
in that area. In 1973 she visited a

EIGHTEEN

Miss Longwood Pageant

highland village in Tarbert,
Scotland, for a year of study on
The Miss Longwood Pageant is
the subjects she had chosen for
coming
to town on March 22 and
her doctorate; Women's Political
Activities and Women in the this year's contest proves to be
the best ever — sporting a very
Tourist Industry.
panel of judges some
In 1974 she began teaching at notable
exc,tmg
the State University of New York
entertamment and a $300
increase
in prize money over last
(SUNY), a four year college for
year s show.
the arts with 23 campuses. There
The Pageant is a Miss America
she taught anthropology and
preliminary. Ten contestants will
coordinated the women's studies
compete
for
$3,100
in
program from 1974-1981. While
scholarships,
the
Miss
Longwood
teaching at SUNY she completed
her doctorate in 1975, and title and the opportunity to
returned to Scotland in '76, '77 compete in the Miss Virginia
and again in '81 for follow-up Pageant in July.
Perhaps the best place to
study. At SUNY she says that
begin, then, would, be to
there was "a great emphasis on
introduce this years judges:
students completing special
Victoria Longley, of Roanoke,
research projects outside
Va.
and Syracuse, N.Y., is a
campus." Some of her students
nationally
known fashion
did special research on the
designer who coached Vanessa
(Continued on Page 10)
Williams in all phases of her
successful competition for the

Miss America title in 1984.
Ms. Longely specializes in
pageant gowns and contestant
refinement. She has been
featured on "PM Magazine" and
in the Washington Posti filing
stone md star Magazine Her
creations have appeared on the
covers of People and Ebony
magazines; in Life, Newsweek
and Vogue; and on the Johnny
Carson Show.
For the past five years she was
executive director of the Miss
Greater Syracuse Pageant and
had two Miss New Yorks and one
Miss America. Ms. Longley
herself won several Miss
America preliminaries, including
Miss Richmond 1977, Miss
Greater Syracuse 1973 and 1979,
and Miss Providence, Rhode
Island 1976.
Her avocation is culinary

artistry, having trained at the
Cordon Bleu in Paris. She teaches
gourmet cooking and is the editor
and publisher of the Central New
York Restaurant Guide, "Let's
Eat Out."
Alfred C. Matacia of Keswick,
former president of the Dogwood
Festival and former dean of the
Realtor's Institute of Virginia,
who has judged more than 150
Miss America preliminaries.Matacia, president of Matacia
Real Estate of Charlottesville, is
a director of the Virginia
Association of Realtors. He is on
the Board of Directors of the
Dogwood Festival and is a life
member of the Charlottesville
Albemarle Jaycees.
Frank G. Selbe III of Roanoke,
Board member and past
president of the Miss Virginia
Pageant, who has been involved
(Continued on page 7)

Longwood's Dr. Fawcett: Top Of His Field
By CATHY GAUGHRAN
Many members of Ixmgwood's
faculty have interests in their
fields beyond our classrooms and
campus, which carry them to far
corners of the world in their
"spare time." One such
individual is Dr. L.R. Fawcett
Jr., the college's Director of
Physics and Pre-Engineering
programs.
Dr. Fawcett was working at
Argonne National Laboratory in
Chicago in the late 1970's making
neutron capture cross-section
measurements on Uranium 238
(that is, a measurement of the
probability that a neutron will
collide with and stick to a
Uranium 238 nucleus).
After presenting the results of
the
Argonne
Laboratory
experiments at an international
conference, Dr. Fawcett was
invited to reanalyze the results of
a
fusion-fuel
production
experiment at Los Alamos
National Laboratory in New
Mexico. The experiment had
been performed and theoretically
analyzed in the mid-late 1970's:
the actual results did not
correspond well with the
theoretical expectations due to

physical occurrences not
accounted for in analysis. Dr.
Fawcett's job was to reanalyze
the results, taking these
unaccounted for reactions into
consideration.
Although presently still
working on this project, he has
also become involved in a
number of other activities at IJOS
Alamos, some of which have been
completed and had their results
published, some others which are
still in the process of being
performed. Dr. Fawcett's main
interest at Los Alamos now is an
experiment he himself suggested
in 1982: measurement of the
neutron-neutron cross-section,
which is a measurement of the
probability that a neutron will
collide with another neutron.
The experiment requires a
series of underground nuclear
explosions, the first of which took
place in April 1985. This explosion
was used as an indicator as to the
best method of going about the
actual experiment. The next
phase is scheduled for this
coming April. This is a feasibility
step, looking for the chances of
all the requirements for the full

experiment being met, namely
simultaneous ignition to within a
billionth of a second of two
neutron sources, and at least the
required number of neutrons
present from these sources. If the
anticipated results occur in this
explosion, the experiment will
continue; if not, it will be dropped
from the laboratory's roster:
nuclear explosions cost millions
of dollars, and therefore, each
nuclear test has as many
experiments as possible attached
to it.
Some experts have said in the
past that these particular results
cannot be obtained, and that it
would certainly be the most
difficult neutron experiment
devised by the mind of man, but
"... we're not convinced of that
and will try," remarked Dr.
Fawcett.
Although the experiment is still
only
being
technically
constructed, its ultimate goal, the
neutron cross-section, could lead
to knowledge of whether or not
there is a relation between
electromagnetic forces and
nuclear forces. Physicists used to

believe these forces to be
independent of each other, but
since the mid-1960's, think there
may be a 3 or 4 percent
dependence.
"Some theories of the universe
suggest that the forces of nature
are related, and imply that one
force formed the universe, but
split' soon thereafter, becoming
the four basic forces we know
today.
The four cosmic forces are the
nuclear force, electromagnetism,
the weak force and gravity.
The nuclear force — also called
the strong force — binds
electrically neutral neutrons and
positively charged protons
together in the atomic nucleus
. . . (This experiment hopes) to
learn whether the presence of electric charge affects the
nuclear force." (quoted fromThe
Farmville Herald, 12-28-84)
In preparation for the April
1986 explosion, the neutronneutron scattering experiment
has been placed deep inside a
tunnel that has been dug into a
mesa near Yucca Flats, Nevada,
at the Nuclear Energy Testing

Site. Two thin tubes merge at a
small angle at one end of the
experiment and are connected to
it by a 20 ft. by 3 ft. scattering
chamber in which neutrons
passing down the tubes from each
of the two nuclear sources will
meet and cross paths in a precise
spot, to be recorded by a neutron
detector.
While Dr. Fawcett is involved
in the actual design of the
experiment, teams of scientists
work on developing the devices
used in the experiment, and
figuring out the formulas
necessary for interpreting the
information once it is found.
Dr. Fawcett commented that
"The work that goes on at our
laboratory is not purely, by any
means, for the motivation of just
developing new weapons. A
tremendous amount of the budget
goes into looking for alternate
sources of energy and into basic
physics experiments. The idea of
acquiring new knowledge to
better understand the universe is
one of the greatest motivating
forces at
our
national
laboratories."
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From The Housing Office

Opinion: ARA Police
ByDINAEZELLEand
DEBORAH L. SHELKEY
Heed their badges of blue
caps with white visors and blue
smocks as they parade around
your favorite eating site. They
are seething at the bit to smack
the back of your hand if you dare
to cross their rules. Rarely do
they smile only do they guard
their personalities as they almost
fear to smile and show
humanness. Who are these blue
crusaders? ARA police.
Upstairs campus dining in
Black well at 5:00, students are
"greeted" by a peer in a
monotone voice who barely
sneers out the night's choices.
Heaven forbid they take the order
of the table while there are three
vacant seats. Do they think
possibly the missing persons
have voiced their choice to those
already seated?
ARA police are getting paid
whether they see the money or

not. Maybe some students belittle
them or are rude, but do not
waitresses
and
waiters
everywhere
receive
this
treatment from customers.
Okay, you say ARA waitrons do
not have to be cordial, they are
not working for tips. They are
serving students as they are.
Downstairs dining is jolly too.
The ones working behind the
counter hardly notice the plate in
front of them as they continue to
gossip in front of the grill. An
appetite is lost as a student sees
the cook scratching his ear and
wipe his nose with the back of his
hand. And if ARA decides to close
off sections of tables, students
are expected to go to another
table with people who have
finished eating and shoved their
dirty dishes to the center of the
table, so they can chew their cud
in conversation. Faces mock
newcomers as "invading their
space." Do customers at Pizza

Hut slide in a booth with a couple
The Office of Cashering and
who are already chomping a Student Accounts has recently
Super Supreme Pizza because prepared and mailed billing
there are no more booths statements for the Fall Semester
available? How cozy.
Student Fee Deposit. These
Restaurants open sections to statements were addressed to all
accommodate their customers. I students at their home addresses.
This $100 statement includes a
guess ARA police feel they do not
have to treat students with $10 non-refundable Readmission
respect because they do not bus Fee and a $90 Student Fees
their tables. Where is respect Deposit which is applied towards
supposed to begin? If busing Fall Semester tuition. All
one's dishes was not such a hassle students, resident and day,
— bursting through lines, intending to return to LongWOOd
weaving through impatient for the Fall Semester are
traffic, to a small secluded required to pay the $100. The $90
corner of the dining hall — is refundable prior to June 1,
students would make the effort. 1986.
Some do. Set up trays helped but
where is the plan for busing that
can work?
The
blue
crusaders'
crackerjack badges of ARA are
tarnished in attitude and
planning, but who is to say they
will be polished?

APPLICATIONS FOR EDITOR
BEING ACCEPTED

QUALIFICATIONS:
A. Applicant must be a full-time undergraduate student at
tongwood College, i.e., be enrolled in the equivalent of no

Visitation Survey
To The Editor,
Thanks for your editorial on
Visitation. Hopefully, it will
encourage people to be
responsive to the survey that The
Resident Life Committee .is
getting ready to conduct dealing
with visitation. The survey is
going to ask which options the

The Housing Office encourages
all resident students to insure the
deposit is paid by the March 21st
deadline. Payment of the deposit
by the deadline is required in
order to participate in the Room
Selection jprocesses as well as
pre-registration
for
Fall
Semester, 1986 classes.
Persons who have not paid the
deposit on time will not be
permitted to select a room or be
signed up as a roommatesuitemate until the final stages of
the Room Selection Process.
Submitted by: Richard A.
Weibl, Director of Housing,
February 24, 1986.

students prefer as far as
visitation is concerned.
At the present time RLC is
moving toward 24 hour visitation.
Ah, but what about cohabitation
l>eing illegal in Virginia. Well,
visiting and living are two
different things. There will be
guidelines enforced to see that

less than 12 semester hours at the time of application and
during the term of appointment.

cohabitation does not exist and
roommate rights are not being
violated.
Hopefully with a change in
visitation we can move toward
promoting maturity and growth
for individuals here at Ixmgwood.
Debbie Anas
Resident Life Chair

I. Shall be a student in good standing, i.e., not be on
academic or disciplinary probation.
C. Shall have posted no less than a 2.5 grade point overage in
the

semester immediately

preceding

selection

to

the

position of edrtor, and shall have no less than a 2.S cumulative
grade point average.
D. Shall not have an elective or appointive position in student
government during tenure as editor.
Pick up applications in the Office of the Vice President of Student
Affairs. Applications due by March 24, 1916.
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Study Abroad
This Summer
College Press Service
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Longwood College's Art
Department and Office of
Continuing Studies are offering a
six week, 6 credit course (Art 301302) for the summer of 1986.
Study will include travel to
Greece, Italy, Holland and
England. Other places of interest
that will be studies include the
Oracle of Delphi; the Acropolis of
Athens; the Eternal city of
Rome; the Renaissance city of
Florence; the romantic city of
Venice; the Paris of Louis XIV
and Napolean; the Amsterdam of
Rembrant and Van Gogh; and
London, the city of towers,
castles, palaces and museums.
The course is designed to
introduce students to the joys and
mysteries of history, art and
travel. Dr. Elisabeth L. Flynn,
Associate Professor of Art
.

History, who has traveled and
photographed extensively in
these countries, will conduct the
course. The course will be offered
to all members and friends of the
Longwood community.
Enrollment will be limited to 20
students.
Travel arrangements will be
conducted by Fan Travel
Service, LTD. Final cost will be
determined by the number of
students enrolled. Based on
participation of 20 students, total
cost to Fan Travel should not
exceed $2,700.
There are several spaces still
available. Interested students
should immediately contact Dr.
Elizabeth L. Flynn or Dr.
Patricia Lust, Director of the
Office of Continuing Studies,
Longwood College.
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Desk Side Chats
hands into a lab specimen, (with
proper tools) he can overcome
this squeamish anxiety only by
his lab work and find it comes
easy with practiced analysis.
Once upon coming into lab near
Easter, students discovered
bright covered chocolate eggs
left on the seats from Easter
Bunny Breil.
Dr. Breil has been teaching at
I-ongwood for 19 years and has
collected an enormous amount of
old finals. She soaks these old
papers overnight and grinds the
mixture in a blender to create
''handmade paper."
Realistically, grades from A' to
'F' are all chewed and washed up
together. Laying the paper pulp
on a screen to drain, the "new"

OCPP
"Life After Longwood"
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19 AT 3:30
IN PLACEMENT SEMINAR ROOM
"The colors you wear: Do they bring out the
best in you" with Mary Elen Nicolosi, Director
of Beauti Control Cosmetics. Tuesday, March
25, 12:30 in Bedford Auditorium.
Programs presented by: Office of Career Planning & Placement, 2nd Floor, S. Ruffner—
Phone 392-9254.
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The Oil Weapon
Is Disarmed

Dr. Sandra Breil
By DEBORAH L. SHELKEY
Professor of zoology, animal
gorphology, vertebrate physiology and on demand
ornithology, Dr. Sandra Breil
confesses she did not become
interested in biology until she
earned her first 'A' in a biology
course in college. She has
dissected birds, turtles, sharks,
frogs, cats, minks, and a monkey,
but still admits to a wariness of
the 8-legged creature — a spider.
Breil enjoys animal gorphology
the most but believes it is the
hardest course she instructs. All
students in lab dissect his own
mink, by the systems: digestive,
circulatory, excretory, nervous,
and reproductive.
If a student is less than
enthusiastic about plunging his

THE ROTUNDA

direct joining in with the
dissection. One can become
"familiar and accustomed" with
paper can then be used for Breil's
art projects. Breil displays her
collages in sales gallery in
Charlottesville and exhibits her
work in local craft shows and has
received many ribbons.
Having been to many parts of
Europe, Breil's travel interest is
carrying her to Germany.
Greece, Italy, France, and the
Netherlands with Dr. Flynn's arthistory course this summer. She
then gets lots of time for another
hobby — photography.
Dr. Breil encourages students
to keep up in class, if a student
does not follow or understand
Tuesday's notes, he "sure as hell
is not going to know what's going
on in Thursday's lecture." She
recommends reviewing notes
daily and asking questions in
class.
Though her office is decorated
with a grand array of pink pigs,
Dr. Sandra Breil reveals her
favorite animal at the zoo is the
giraffe. They are "very
arrogant" and at the same time,
"look stupid," but she likes their
long eyelashes. When the longnecked creature bats those
charming eyelashes at Breil, it is
probably because they share a
secret. They both mind spiders in
their paths.

By MATT PETERMAN
Back in 1973, the Organization
of
Petroleum
Exporting
Countries (OPEC), used the oil
weapon against the United States
by cutting off all oil exports,
which amounted to about 25
percent of our total energy needs.
This sent serious economic shock
waves through our economy,
making the U.S. take a closer
look at the way it used energy.
Today, we use oil more
efficiently, but like then the
recent fall in oil prices will also
send shock waves through our
economy, but this time for the
better. The immediate impact of
the $15 a barrel drop, in the price
of oil, will bring down the price of
gasoline and heating oil about 30
cents a gallon. This will mean a
savings of about $24 billion a
year, at the expense of OPEC
nations, while increasing our
growth, keeping inflation and
unemployment down.
The U.S. will also benefit
indirectly by the stimulation of
the economies of Europe and
Japan. Through the stimulation
of these ecnomies, the U.S.
dollar will
down in value
making tt»
U.S. more
competitive, while opening its
export markets. This is
particularly important because
of the massive trade deficit, of
$140 billion, the U.S. ran last
year.
Because these gains are

coming at the expense of oil
exporting nations, many fear the
collapse of banks, who have
loaned these countries money.
This, for the most part is not true.
The amount of oil importing
nations paying back their loans
will increase, outweighing the
risks of increased credit to oil
exporting debtor nations. The
only major problem in the
banking industry will be the
small banks in oil producing
states, such as Texas and
Louisiana, which could fail,
because of a lack of slack to
handle huge losses.
At home, we will feel the
benefits of increased competition
between substitute energy and
oil. This, as it works its way
through the economy will lower
inflation and increase growth,
something that could not have
been attained without the prices
of oil being lower.
All in all, the U.S. must be
careful not to increase its oil
appetite to a point, where oil
could again be used as a weapon.
If we were to be led into this rut,
the OPEC nations would not have
as strong a weapon since, their Oil
only takes care of 38 percent of
world demand compared to 68
percent back in 1973. So far the
benefits of cheaper oil have had
only good effects, and most bad
effects will most likely be
outweighed.
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Cigarettes Contain
Radiation
Cigarette packages already
carry several warnings about the
health hazards from smoking. If
new research proves conclusive
there might be need for one more
•Warning: radiation in
cigarettes can lead to cancer."
According to the March
Reader's Digest, cigarettes
contain so much radioactivity
that a pack-and-a-half-per-day
smoker gets a yearly dose of
radiation in parts of his lungs
equal to what his skin would be
exposed to in about 300 chest xrays.
Although the experts are not
sure of the full extent of the
health risks, Dr. Joseph R.
DiFranza of the University of
Massachusetts Medical Center
believes that 'radiation alone
could account for about half of all
lung cancers in smokers."
Scientists
have
traced
radiation in cigarettes to the
fields where tobacco is grown.
For many decades, farmers have
fertilized tobacco crops with
phosphates rich in uranium. By
decay, this uranium generates
radium-226, which in turn spawns
radon-222, and eventually lead210 and polonium-210. Tobacco
plants readily absorb radioactive
elements from the fertilizer and
from naturally occuring sources
in the soil, air and water.
Ultimately the radiation is

inhaled deep inside a smoker's
lungs. As a smoker consumes
cigarette after cigarette,
insoluble particles incorporating
radioactive isotopes may be
depositied at the same points in
the lungs.
According to Edward A.
Martell, a specialist in
radiochemistry at the National
Center
for
Atmospheric
Research, these points become
"hot spots" of radioactivity.
Martell believes it is no
coincidence that most lung
cancers begin at these branch
points where radioactive debris
gathers.
Unfortunately it is not just
smokers alone who are at risk
from radiation in cigarettes.
Reader's Digest reports that at
least 50 percent of the radioactive
isotopes from cigarette smoke
wind up in the air, and a smaller
percentage of this and other
elements in the smoke are
inhaled by those around the
smoker.
Takeshi Hirayama of the
Institute of Preventive Oncology
in
Tokyo studied records of
more than 91,000 women and
found that non-smoking wives of
heavy smokers had more than
double the risk of dying from lung
cancer than did the non-smoking
wives of non-smokers.

Lancer
Cafe

Supreme Court Case Could Halt
Letters Of Recommendation
Depending on how the U.S.
Supreme Court rules this spring,
professors around the country
may
stop
writing
recommendation letters for
students, some lawyers say.
The court will hear arguments
this spring on the case of Andrew
Burt, who claims University of
Nebraska Medical Prof. John
Connolly's "negative'
recommendation defamed him.
At issue is whether Burt can
sue Connolly in Colorado, where
Burt now lives.
Forcing professors to shoulder
the expense of traveling to defend
the recommendations they write
could discourage or simply
prevent them from writing
references in the future, some
officials say.
No one contests what was in the
letter.
When Burt applied for a job as
an orthopedic surgeon at a
Colorado hospital, it asked
former teacher Connolly to write
a reference letter.
In response, Connolly wrote
Burt's performance at Nebraska
was "well below average," and
advised he should not be hired in orthopedic surgery.
Connolly did add Burt •might
serve adequately" in some other
health field.
Burt left Nebraska in 1977 for
California before looking for
work in Colorado in 1981. He sued
Connolly that year, claiming the
professor defamed him in the
letter to the hospital.

THIS WEEK!

TUESDAY: LIVE D.J., ALSO "SHOW YOUR TAN"
contest...WIN 2 LARGE PEPPERONI PIZZAS.
WEDNESDAY: TALLENT SEARCH '86, ALSO
20C OFF ON PINK SNOWMAN.
THURSDAY: S.P.E. LIVE D.J.
DON'T FORGET

TALENT SEARCH
'86 FINAL
ON APRIL 30TH!

$200°°
GRAND PRIZE!

Connolly's lawyers claimed
Colorado was the wrong
jurisdiction, and that the case
had to be thrown out unless it was
filed in Nebraska, where Burt did
his residency.
The case, turning on the
jurisdiction issue instead of the
defamation issue, finally made it
up to the U.S. Supreme Court this
year.
"What happens if a faculty
member is hailed to Alaska?"
wonders University of Nebraska
General Counsel Richard Wood.
"We would have to hire counsel
up there."
having a state to defend
oneself "would present a
tremendous burden on the
defendant," adds Marilyn Mintz
of the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP).
"It would severely impact on the
system of evaluation as it applies
to faculty members."
Wood also contends a Burt
victory would inhibit employers
as well as professors in writing
reference letters.
Burt declined to comment on
the case, and his attorney, Robert
Dyer, did not return reporters'
phone calls.

Connolly's attorney, Thomas L.
Roberts, says the professor
merely was performing a
professional duty by responding
to the hospital's request and,
therefore, had minimal contact
with Colorado.
Furthermore, since Connolly
wasn't paid for writing the letter,
je had no economic relationship
with the state, Roberts says.
A federal district court in
Colorado agreed with Roberts'
argument, but the 10th Circuit
Court of Appeals reversed the
decision in Burt's favor.
Of their chances for victory this
spring when the Supreme Court
hears the case, Roberts believes
"I think we have a good chance of
reversal "
However, the process has not
been cheap.
Roberts estimates the cost of
defending Connolly will run in
the tens of thousands of dollars.
The cost of litigation is extremely
high."
Nebraska's insurance will foot
the bill.
"You don't see many lawsuits
like this, and, hopefully, you
won't see many in the future,"
Woods says.

Intramural Update
Past event winners:
"Crazy 8's" alias "P.E.M," won the women's "A-I^ague"
Basketball Tournament last week. "Sharpshooters" put forth a good
effort but could only take second.
Coming Events:
Softball officials applications due Monday, March 17.
The next IAA Officers Meeting will be Thursday, March 20 at 6:30 in
Lankford. The IAA constitution is being discussed; if there are any
changes that you feel should be made, please come join our meeting.
IAA is sponsoring some special events this year for Spring weekend.
Classes will be participating against each other in volleyball, relays,
and tug of war. If you would like to participate, please contact your
class president and get on your team.

Fourth Street Motor
Company
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
AUTO REPAIR
210 FOURTH STREET
392-3896
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SURVEY: Students Prefer
Sleep Over Dating
It doesn't have m uch to do with
their high-living image, but
college students probably prefer
sleeping to dating, a new Levi
Strauss Co. survey of collegiate
attitudes has found.
Dating, in fact, was only
students'
sixth-favorite
activity.
Attending parties topped the
survey of student preferences.
"Partying is definitely a verb
on campus," says Julie Boyle, a
company spokeswoman.
Of the more than 6,500 students
surveyed, 70 percent listed
partying as one of their five
favorite activities.
Listening to records came in
second, with 63 percent of those
questioned rating it as one of
their favorite pastimes.
Sleeping was third, with 56
percent, followed by going to
movies and eating.
Only 42 percent of the
respondents said dating was a
favorite activity.
There were, of course, regional

differences in extracurricular
tastes. Students in the East and
South, for example, felt dating
was more important than did
Midwestern and Western
students.
Only about a third of the
Westerners listed dating as a
favorite pastime.
Levi Strauss calls the study its
"501 Survey" because the
company is researching why
traditional jeans are gaining
favor again on campuses, Boyle
explains.
In fact, "jeans are more
popular than ever with college
students," Boyle says, adding
students who have jeans wear
them 75 percent of the time.
Company executives theorize
singer Bruce Springsteen may be
partially responsible for keeping
jeans so popular on campuses,
Boyle adds.
The study, Boyle says, "gives
the company an overview of the
habits of consumers. Students
are a prime target (market) for
our jeans."
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Fashion Show
By LAVATER WALKER
On February 22, 1986 the
Longwood College campus
students and faculty body were
treated to an outstanding fashion
show from the Kappa Diamonds
Court, auxiliary to the Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. The
show was held in the Gold Room
of Lankford at 8:00 p.m. The
admission cost was $1. There was
a T-shaped stage that was
surrounded by chairs for the
audience. The spotlight and
bright stage lights highligted the
models and accented their
outfits.
The models were ladies in the
Kappa Diamond Court: Marilyn
Royal,
Pamela
Abrams,
Charlease McCauley, Tracie
Pervall, Melanie Lee, Tuwanda
Wynn, and friends Winona

Waddy, Elizabeth Cho, De-De
Kerns, Kerry I -uighlin. Lea Ann
I^awson, and Janet Mia Lee. The
commentator for the event was
Melanie Lee, also a Kappa
Diamond.
The various scenes in the
Fashion Show were modeled to
the beat of music; New Attitude,
which was of course modeled
with the record "New Attitude"
showed the new wave fashions,
Casual Wear, Fitness and
Swimwear, fashions for looking
great and staying in shape,
Business, and After Five. In
some scenes, models wore outfits
courtesy of Baldwin's. I>eggetts,
The Fashion Post, and the
Esther May Village Shop, all of
which are located in Downtown
Farmville.

The audience also heard a duet
by Mr. Michael I^ee, Melanie
I^e's brother, and Ms. Gayle
Jones, a Ixmgwood student. The
songs were "I'm Born Again"
and "Half Crazy."
The directors, Tracie Pervall
and Winona Waddy, deserve a
great deal of credit for arranging
such a wonderful show. Also, the
models deserve much credit for
making the plans go smoothly.
The models had their walks,
turns, and smiles and other
enthusiastic movements all in
place.
Some of the funds raised from
the fashion show are going to the
Easter Seals Foundation.
Congratulations KD's, on
presenting such a well organized
show, while raising money for
such a worthy cause!

*#

EMS
MISSISSIPPI, AIMING TO STOP
VANDALISM, BOLTS ITS
DORM WINDOWS SHUT
UM officials said the bolting
also will help control air
conditioning and heating bills,
but they conceded it'll also
prevent students from throwing
things at passersby below.
The housing office added it will
now start billing students for
damage done to their dorm
rooms.
And at St. Ixwis paper reports a
U. Missouri fraternity's New
Year's Eve party caused about
$40,000 in damages to a city hotel.
Liability for the damages is
unclear, Missouri-Columbia's
Interfraternity Council says.
MIAMI OF OHIO LIMITS
BUSINESS SCHOOL
ENROLLMENT
While lots of schools limit
business school enrollment to
save money, Miami last week
announced limits to try to stop its
liberal arts mission from being
overrun by business majors.
Almost four of every ten Miami
students are business majors.
Officials hope to cut it to 33
percent of the student body by
1990.

GREEK WEEK '86
MARCH 31 - APRIL 4
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNSDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

GUEST
SPEAKER

GAME
NIGHT

AWARDS
DINNER

SNACK BAR
LIP-SYNC

GREEK
MIXER
(Alcohol)

SATURDAY
GREEK
OLYMPICS

BENNETT: SOME COLLEGES
ARE 'RIPPING OFF THE
AMERICAN PUBLIC
In congressional testimony last
week, Education Secretary
William Bennett opined some
unnamed schools are graduating
badly-educated students.
Bennett is expected to propose
changing the way the Education
Dept. recognizes accrediting
agencies when he unveils his
plans for the Higher Education
Reauthorization Act next week.
Now, Bennett told Congress,
accrediting agencies grade
colleges more on their resources
and procedures than on how well
they teach students.
TWENTY PERCENT of
students attending four-year
colleges have $200 or more per
month in discretionary income,
according to a study by Simmons
Market Research Bureau. Twothirds of the students with this
much spending money work
during the school year.
A LIST OF NON-REIJGIOUS
STUDENTS is a subject of
controversy at the U. of Wisconsin. When students register
each semester, they can indicate
religious
preferences
by
checking one of 32 categories on
their registration forms. Ix>cal
churches can obtain a list of the
students professing
their
particular faith, but when leaders
of the local Freedom From
Religion Foundation paid a fee
for the list of students who
marked the "AgnosticismAtheism" box they found the list
had been destroyed by the
registrar's office.

A
RULE
LIMITING
CAMPAIGNS for student
government to a three-day period
may be challenged in court. A U.
of Alabama student, running for
student government president, is
challenging the rule with the help
of the American Civil Liberties
Union. The student says the
limitation restricts his, and other
candidates', freedom of speech,
and has already held an "illegal"
campaign rally.
THE U. OF WINNIPEG
ADMINISTRATION is being
accused of intimidating four
students who complained that a
university security guard yelled
racist insults at them and
threatened them with physical
violence. According to the
Canadian University Press, the
incident occurred when the guard
found the students studying in a
seminar room an hour before the
university officially opened for
the day. The students say the
school told them they would be
charged with trespassing if they
lodged a formal complaint
against the guard.
NOTES FROM ALL OVER:
Bowling
Green
student
marketing majors have started
selling a campus trivia game,
including questions about how
much trash the campus
generates each year, to the public
... Pacific U. Prof. Byron Steiger
now publishes cartoons on test
covers "to help students relax"
. . . U Mass-Boston will hold a
nationwide videoconference
about students and AIDS on April
3.
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Leadership Retreat
Big Success
By ROBERT SMITH
Over eighty Longwood College
student leaders gathered Feb.
21st to the 23rd in Virginia Beach
for Longwood's first leadership
retreat. Students from many
diverse organizations attended
the three day conference
involving interest sessions, guest
speakers and core group
activities.
Day one consisted of
registration at the Howard
Johnson Hotel on the beach at
Virginia Beach. Guest speaker
Bonnie Hicks, a professional
keynote presenter, opened the
weekends conference with her
keynote address on "Motivation-Leadership Potential."
Core group activity followed with
each group putting together
idea's for a commercial
presentation for Sunday's closing
finale. Each of the ten core
groups consisted of a cross
section of student leaders from
S.G.A. Residence Hall Councils
and R.A.'s, fraternities and
sororities, dining hall services,
Ambassadors and many others.
The second day started off with
aerobics and quickly moved into
the first interest session titled
"Style—Staying in Touch with
Your Leadership Effectiveness"
presented by Sue Saunders and
Teresa Alvis. Following the
session was a very informative
panel discussion involing three
successful Longwood Alumni who
were student leaders while
attending Longwood College. The
three alumni were Gay
Kampmueller, Stephen Meyers
and Lynda Whitley. They spoke
and answered questions from
present Longwood leaders. They
clearly showed and gave
examples of how important
involvment during college is.
After brunch, the third session
titled
"Don't
let
your

organization be "Wiped Out" by
Waves of Confusion" involved
how to make your meetings more
effective and productive. This
presentation was conducted by
Robin Olmstead and Kathy
Brown.
The final interest session
conducted by Bob Smith and Paul
Striffolino was titled —
Motivation and Group Cohesion
— Who are the members of your
crew and how do you get them to
sail together. This session
consisted
of
motivation
techniques and the important
roles in an organization. Saturday evening was the formal
dinner with guest speaker Phyllis
Mable. She spoke about
I-ongwood of the future. After
dinner was the infamous trivial
pursuit tournament which was
won by the AXP team, narrowly
edging out the SPE's and Pelta's.
Sunday was the wrap up and
each core group presented their
commercial promoting
I.ongwood. The core groups also
discussed
many
issues
concerning students and how
effective leadership may
improve current problems here
at Longwood. The Student
leadership Training Committee
has worked hard all year long
putting the retreat together and
were quite pleased with the
results. The committee consists
of Vicki Bodin, Bob Smith, Carol
Cooper, Kathy Brown, Sue
Saunders and Chairman Paul
Shtriffolino. When asked what his
impression of Longwoods first
leadership retreat, Striffolino
stated "Motivating and thrilling!
The students attending were
great! They applied themselves,
had fun and came up with
excellent suggestions for some of
Longwood's concerns. Let's do it
again in the fall. Go Longwood!"

RESTAURANT
104 HIOH STRUT - 392 5863
* PIZZA * SUBS * SALAD BAR * STUFFED PATOTES
* SPAGHETTI * ICE CREAM * CONES * SUNDAES * SHAKES
REGULAR PIZZA. $4.20; LARGE PIZZA...$5.50
NEW AT PERINI S, TACOS 99«

WE DELIVER!! 5 P.M. - 11 P.M.
(SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY)
No Dollvry Chorgm To Longwood Campus i

STRIPPERS
AND
PORNOGRAPHIC FILMS, as
enticements for rushes, have
been banned by the Syracuse U.
Interfraternity Executive
Council. The ban is based on an
IFC constitutional clause
requiring the fraternity system to
uphold the image of the
university. Some fraternities had
substituted strippers and X-rated
films for alcohol during last fall's
dry rush.
UNAUTHORIZED
CLASS
VISITORS to U. of Wisconsin
classrooms could be fined $10,000
and sent to jail for two years if a
bill in the Wisconsin legislature
becomes law. The bill is intended
to thwart the efforts of Accuracy
In Academia, the group using
class monitors to identify socalled Marxist professors.
U. HAWAII PROF FINDS LINK
BETWEEN BAD VISION AND
HIGH IQ
Prof. Geoffrey Ashton's tests
found high IQ test scores seem to
correlate with bad vision.
He speculates it's because
students' brains grow as they
read a lot, thus causing neural
developments that can alter the
brain's visual functions.
HARD
ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGES are temporarily
banned from the Northwestern U.
campus. The policy is a
compromise between the school
and its Interfraternity Council —
The university had proposed a
total ban of alcohol when the IFC
lost its general and alcohol
liability insurance.
A TELEVISION MONITOR at
the Milwaukee Area Technical
College will present titles of
books which are unavailable and
names of courses for which
students cannot get books until
they appear in class. Students
had complained of standing in
line for more than 45 minutes,
only to find that the book they
wanted was out of stock. During
peak periods, the monitor's
messages will be revised hourly.
THE "LOVE CONNECTION"
at Northwestern U. is a computer
dating service run by the
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity and
Alpha Epsilon Phi sorority to
raise money for Easter Seals.
For$l, students can receive a list
of students with whom they are
"compatible." The students fill
out a questionnaire about
themselves, and a computer
matches questionnaires with
similar answers.
A
"GROSS
DISCRIMINATION" is how an
Auburn U. professor is describing
the school's policy of admitting
scholarship student-athletes with
ACT scores below the school's
usual requirement of 18. The
professor warns that any
exemptions to the minimum
requirements can make the
university vulnerable to lawsuits.

STUDYING HAS EDIBLE
REWARDS for students at
Northwestern U. The local
McDonald's restaurant offered
students a free cheeseburger for
every A or A- earned during the
fall quarter. Although the 8,569
A's and A-'s NU awarded are
worth $5,655 in cheeseburgers,
the McDonald's manager says
the offer is good for business —
most students end up paying for
french fries and a soft drink.

STATE GOVERNMENTS, in
1985-4)6, will pour record amounts
of money into student grant
programs, according to a survey
of the National Association of
State Scholarships and Grants
Programs. Aggregate needbased student aid offered by the
states is expected to increase by
more than 11 percent.
A STUDENT BILL OF
RIGHTS
is now
under
consideration by the Michigan
legislature. If approved, the
measure will eliminate double
jeopardy — when a student is
tried off-campus in a court of law
and by a university judiciary
board for the same offense. The
bill provides students with the
right to an attorney, to a formal
hearing before a jury comprised
of student peers, to cross examine
all witnesses, to appeal a hearing
decision to the institution's
governing board and against selfincrimination.

A STUDENT'S LOAN
COLLECTION FILE at Stanford
U. contained a photo, clipped
from the campus newspaper, of
the student being arrested at an
anti-apartheid
demonstration.
The Bursar's Office apologized
for the "mistake" and promised
the photo would be removed.
I -oan collectors save articles as a
method of tracking students who
are in default and leave the
Stanford area. The student
claims, however, that since he
was neither out of the area nor in
default, the photo was put in his
TO
SAVE
STUDENTS
file to discredit him.
MONEY, the Memorial U.
(Canada) Faculty Senate has
THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF "resolved that undergraduate
SUDS at a laundromat near the students may not be required to
U. of Georgia-Athens. Ringers is submit
essays,
projects,
a combination laundromat- assignments or any other work
restaurant-bar where students forming part of their recognized
can mingle, watch MTV, eat hot programs of study in typewritten
sandwiches, drink beer and still form."
keep an eye on their laundry
UNIVERSITY
CARE
through the glass windows behind
the bar. To attract UGA students, SERVICE has come under
Ringers cashes personal checks, investigation for mail fraud after
pipes rock music into the laundry the parent of a U. of Michigan
room and manages the wash-and- student complained to the post
dry cycle for students returning office that a "survival kit" she
had purchased for her son was
late from class.
never delivered. Parents of
BEFORE GRADUATING from students at Western Kentucky U.
Northern Illinois U., students had complained of the same
must demonstrate knowledge of problem in December. The
is
based
in
the Declaration of Independence, company
Indianapolis,
Ind.
the constitutions of the United
ABOUT 300 STUDENTS at
Slates and the state of Illinois,
Florida
State U. had to be
balloting procedures and the
proper use and display of the confined to their rooms for a
week because a student they may
flag.
have had contact with came down
THREE STUDENT DEATHS with the measles. As an added
at the U. of Kansas last semester precaution, the university
have prompted the student required all students, staff and
affairs office to develop a instructors under 30 to be
permanent campus committee on immunized before the end of
mental health. The committee January.
STUDENTS
ARE
will explore causes of undue
stress for students, provide CEI£BRATING a victory in
mental health services for their anti-apartheid battle at the
students and help promote a State U. of New York"healthy and wholesome mental Binghamton. The Marriott
Corporation, the primary food
climate" for KU students.
vendor
for the
SWASTIKAS and Klu Klux service
Binghampton
campus,
was the
Klan initials were painted on the
Afro-American Cultural Center target of student protest last
at Yale U. Students are not so spring because it has operations
South
Africa.
The
upset with the graffiti as they are in
administration
had
agreed
to
with the fact that more than two
weeks passed before it was conduct a student referendum on
removed. One student noted that whether Marriott's contract
pro-divestment graffiti had been should be renewed in 1987, but
removed from a university Marriott recently announced that
building the same day it was it is withdrawing from its South
African ooerations.
written.
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(Continued from page 1)
Carla Lee Lockhart, a Leesburg. She sang for three
The Third Runnerup will
in the talent marketing of such
They were one of the star
years with a band, performing at
entertainers as Kenny Rogers, attractions at the opening of the receive a $100 scholarship from freshman from Chesapeake and
dinner
clubs,
weddings,
Juice Newton, Loretta Lynn and Sixth Street Market Place in the Miss Longwood Executive recipient of an English Education receptions, and other events. She
Scholarship. She is the current
Richmond, and they also have Committee.
Conway Twitty.
Donald Lemish, who heads the Miss Teen of Virginia. She was also has studied ballet. In high
Selbe is a partner in the law performed at fund-raising
school she was a cheerleader,
firm of Stott and Selbe of telethons, state fairs, tobacco scholarship committee for the graduated from Indian River was selected Homecoming Queen
Roanoke and has served on the festivals, state and national pageant, said: "We are most High School, where she was and "best looking," and placed
Board of Directors of the Miss conventions, and at the Miss appreciative of the continuing chosen "Best Actress" and second in her school on the
Virginia Pageant since 1979. He is Richmond and Miss Hopewell support from David Love at "most talented student." She will National Spanish Examination.
McDonald's
and
the sing "City Lights."
involved in numerous community Pageants.
Stephanie Beadles, a freshman She will sing "Saving All My
management
of
Golden
Corral,
organizations, including the
The girls — Karen, Paige and
Love for You."
Board of Directors of the Kristen Held — began singing and we're very pleased that from Mechanicsville. She has
Anita Washington, a freshman
Roanoke Arts Council, the Mental together in church seven years Carmine Foods has joined our studied voice, dance, and
elementary education major
Health Service, Rotary, the ago and have been entertaining Pageant family. They all dramatics and, in high school,
from Richmond. In 1984 she was
United Way, and the Chamber of professionally for three years. responded to the need for was a cheerleader and was chosen as "Miss Photogenic
Commerce. He owns a major
Karen and Paige have had increasing the Pageant's chosen "Homecoming Queen" Virginia Modern Miss." In high
amusement park.
theater experience as two of the scholarship base to the point of and "Best Looking." She won the school she was a member of the
Miss
Richmond
Charlotte Thomas Churchill of Von Trapp children in "The being one of the top scholarship- "Future
International Thespian Society
Crewe, Miss Virginia 1961, who Sound of Music." Karen was cast supported pageants in the state." Pageant" in 1970 and was second and the National Forensics
So, who are the contestants? runnerup in the Miss Mechrecently received the top as Helen Keller in "The Miracle
anicsville
Pageant
last league. She has had four years of
an
Paige,
volunteer award in Ft. Wayne, Worker."
One of the South's best Scottish year. For her talent presentation, ; drama study and seven years of
Ind., for "outstanding service to accomplished dancer, appeared dancers and Longwood's recordchoral experience. She will sing
the people of the community," nationally on a "PM Magazine" breaking gymnast are among 10 she will sing "You Made Me Love "Don't Rain on My Parade" from
and who spearheaded the television feature on mannequin contestants who will compete You."
Renee Martin, a junior "Funny Girl."
implementation of career modeling and on a WXEX-TV Saturday night, March 22, for the
Debbie Wood, a freshman
education
and
planning production on break dancing. title of Miss Longwood. Other elementary education major elementarv education major
programs in the public schools of Kristen was selected as Future contestants include the current from Lynchburg and recipient of from Chesterfield. She sang in
Miss Richmond in 1982 and has Miss Teen of Virginia, two the Nellie Nance Ward her school choir through middle
Indiana.
Mrs. Churchill currently been involved with dramatic former highschool Homecoming Scholarship. She is a graduate of school and high school,
Heritage High School, where she
teaches Latin at Prince Edward parts and TV commercials.
Queens, and singers and particiapted in the New Heritage particpated in school musicals,
Academy. She has been an
The girls have studied piano musicians who have achieved
and was selected to the "All
instructor in foreign languages at and dancing since the age of five national, state, or regional Singers, a show choir that placed County Choir." At Longwood she
fourth in national competition.
Virginia Tech. She is the organist and have been active for three recognition.
She also has studied violin, piano is a member of the Camerata
at Gibson Memorial Episcopal years
in
dinner-theater
The title carries with it a $1,500 and dramatics. She will sing "My Singers. She will sing a medley of
Church in Crewe, immediate past productions and children's scholarship and the opportunity
Broadway show songs titled
(musical
and to participate in the Miss Virginia Tribute."
president of Episcopal Church theater
Martha Pruitt, a sophomore "That's Entertainment,"
Women, president of the Crewe dramatical).
Pageant in July. Contestants will pre-dental hygiene major from
Miss Texas, who was second
Since early in 1984, "Held compete in talent, swimsuit,
Garden Club and first vice
runnerup
in the Miss America
president of the Crewe Woman's Over" has worked under the evening gown and private Cape Charles, who was 3rd Pageant, will MC and perform at
runnerup in last year's Pageant.
Club. She is a native of Roanoke professional guidance of Jack E. interviews.
In high school she recieved the the Miss Longwood Pageant.
who moved to Crewe from Ft. Carter, the director of Artist
The Pageant, billed as award
for
"Outstanding Miss Texas, Jonna Fitzgerald,
Wayne, Ind., where she was Development programs for Longwood's top variety show,
is an "an outstanding fiddler,"
Productions
in will be held at 8 p.m. in Jarman Achievement in Music" and was according to Pageant director, H.
active in numerous civic groups. Bakphil
chosen to the All-Shore Band and
Her husband is superintendent of Nashville, Tenn.
Auditorium. Doors will open at the All-Regional Band. She also Donald Winkler. She was a talent
the Norfolk Division of the
However, it's this year's prize 7:20. Tickets are $3.00 for aults
winner at the Miss America
money that may very well prove and $2.00 for children 12 or under. was a cheerleader. She has Pageant with her rendition of
Norfolk Southern Railway.
studied the flute for nine years
And Annamarie Smith, Miss to be the main attraction for the
Contestants were selected and will be playing a flute solo, "The Orange Blossom Special."
Portsmouth Seawall Festival, Pageant entrants.
through preliminary competition "Bluesette."
She will play it and three other
who was first runnerup to Miss
The Miss Longwood Pageant held in December. They are:
Karen Groome, a freshman selections at the Miss longwood
this year will offer one of the
Virginia 1985.
Susan Ragan, a junior from
Pageant.
Ms. Smith was First Runnerup largest scholarship packages of Newport News and president of business major from Highland Miss Texas has been chosen as
to Miss Virginia in both 1985 and any local Miss America Pageant the Delta Psi Kappa professional Springs. In high school she one of the five state title holders
participated
in
chorus,
1980. She has held the titles of in Virginia.
honor sorority in physical dramatics, gymnastics and to comprise the Miss America
Miss Portsmouth Seawall
The total amount to be awarded education. She has stuaiea ana
dance,
was
a troupe, which is traveling and
Festival, Miss Hampton-Newport is $3,100, up $300 from last year, competed in Scottish Highland modern
entertaining throughout the
News, Miss Norfolk and Junior according to H. Donald Winkler, Dancing for 14 years, and she has cheerleader, and won the United States this year.
Miss of Virginia Beach. She has pageant director. Nationally, the won more than 1,000 medals. At "Academic Presidential Miss Texas attends the
had extensive experience in Miss America Pageants provide the age of 17, while a high school Award." She will do a jazz dance University of Texas at Arlington
community and professional the largest scholarship program senior, she won the Southeastern to "What a Feelin" from the where she is a junior honor
theatre, in radio, in modeling and for women in the United States, District Championship for the movie, "Flashdance."
student with a major in
as TV spokesperson for with more than $5,000,000 being Open category — the highest of Sabrina Stevens, a freshman communications and political
foreign language major from
advertising campaigns for High's awarded last year.
five levels of proficiency for her
science.
Ice Cream, Dick Keatley LincolnMcDonald's of Farmville is age group. At the Pageant, she
Mercury, Giant Open Air, and providing a $1,000 scholarship for will perform a Scottish dance to
Grand Furniture. She played the Miss Longwood, plus $500 for recorded music by Scott Mac
part of Vicky Lang on CBN's soap wardrobe expenses for the Miss Cauley, a Scottish bagpiper. The
YOUR CLUB OR ORGANIZATION COULD BUY
Virginia Pageant in July. Other tape was sent to her from
opera, "Another Life."
As for the entertainment — not state pageant expenses for the Scotland.
THIS SPACE AT A REDUCED RATE TO ADVERTISE
only will all ten Miss Ixwigwood Miss Longwood will be covered
Usa Zuraw, a senior business
A SPECIAL FUNCTION OR EVENT. IT'S EASIER THAN
contestants be performing, but a by the Miss Longwood Executive
major from Sterling. She was coFLIERS OR HANDOUTS AND GETS BETTER COVERAGE.
musical variety act will also be Committee.
captain
of
Longwood's
Golden
Corral
Family gymnastics team last year and
on hand for the festivities.
CONTACT: RANDY COPELAND
The Richmond group, known as Restaurant of Farmville will give has set new College records in
"Held Over," consists of three a $1,000 scholarship to the First gymnastics floor exercise,
ROTUNDA BOX 1133
sisters, ages 13, 12 and 11. They Runnerup, an increase of $300 vaulting, and all-around. She is
OR CALL 392-4012
have performed their singing, over last year.
state champion in vaulting. She
Carmine Foods of Richmond will perform a gymnastics-dance
dancing, and comedy act before
audiences of all ages along the has created a $500 scholarship for routine to "1984-Jump."
the Second Runnerup.
east coast.
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Poll Shows Students
Ignorant About Birth Control

Nostalgia:
Since

College students either don't
know much about birth control,
or they pass it up because it is
"unromantic," a new poll says.
In either case, a vast number of
collegians eschew birth control
altogether or use unreliable
methods.
A Gallup Poll of more than 600
students at 100 campuses found 32
percent of those surveyed believe
withdrawal will protect women
from pregnancy.
Of the women who use birth
control pills, a third take older,
more dangerous pills containing
high estrogen levels.
One of four students has used
the rhythm method, even though,
as Dartmouth Director of Health
Education Beverlie Conant
Sloane notes, "no time is totally
safe."
The study also revealed 60
percent of the students had some
sex education in high school, but
half of this group said they could
have used more information.
"It therefore seems more
education effort needs to be made
in high school," says Michael
Policar, a gynecologist who
directs Planned Parenthood for
San Francisco and Alameda
counties.
In fact, 75 percent of the
students who said they were
sexually active in college had
their first sexual encounter in
high school.
Moreover, three quarters of the

students think taking the pill is as
dangerous as having a baby,
which is not true, Policar asserts.
But the survey shows 59
percent
of
the
female
respondents who are sexually
active use the pill.
"Many (students) don't realize
that newer formulations (of birth
control pills) provide lower
hormone doses while maintaining
effectiveness," Policar says,
adding "they may be taking more
drug than they actually need."
Policar thinks many students
get
their
birth
control
misinformation from their peers.
Yet Conant Sloane maintains
college students will take risks no
matter how much they know.
"I think students know more
than the survey indicates,"
Conant Sloane says, adding they
are at the age in which they are
learning about risk taking.
"Unfortunately, a lot of students
are playing Russian Roulette."
"It's not romantic to talk about
birth control" when sexual
opportunities arise, Conant
Sloane explains, adding there are
no good role models for students.
"You just don't see romantic
situations in movies where birth
control is discussed before
having sex."
Men, moreover, generally are
uninvolved in birth control. Many
still believe the myth that
condoms are "like taking a
shower with a raincoat on," she
adds.

beginning...l920-1986

The following is the fifth in a series of articles extracted from old
Rotunda issues. This article was first run on September 24, 1952.

Dwight D.
Eisenhower,
Republican nominee, will pass
through Farmville on September
26, aboard his special campaign
train. He will be in Lynchburg at
5 p.m., in Farmville between 6
and 7 p.m and is expected in
Richmond at 8:35 p.m.
Plans are being made for the
students to be down at the station
when the train comes through.
Although a stop has not been
planned, it is hoped that the train
can be slowed down so that
everyone wanting to wave to the
general can do so.
The plans for a whistle stop
tour which was to have included
Farmville were abandoned, it
was reported, when the General
and his advisers decided that the
time could be used more
profitably in the "deep south".
According to many experts,
however, Virginia is included in
the list of the four southern states
that Eisenhower has the best
chance of carrying in the
November 4 election.
On his first visit to Virginia, the
General will speak at Roanoke,
Lynchburg and Petersburg
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before going into Richmond for a
major speech there. His special
train will enter the state from
North Carolina and follow the
Norfolk and Western tracks from
Roanoke to Richmond.
Eisenhower's plans to come to
Virginia
were
reportedly
strengthened after the success of
his first southern trip. Several
weeks ago, he ventured into the
democratic south and made
major speeches in Atlanta,

Tampa, and Birmingham These
cities, as well as several other
cities and towns which he visited
on that trip had the opportunity of
greeting a presidential nominee
for the first time in many
decades.
Tentative plans concerning his
visit to the capital city included a
major speech from the south
portica of the capital building
after a motorised parade down
Broad Street.
Eisenhower will arrive in
Richmond in the wake of the
Democratic presidential
nominee,
Governor Adlai
Stevenson who spoke there last
Saturday.
Mr.
Stevenson
motored down from Washington
for his speaking engagement and
included stops in Quantico,
Fredricksburg and Bowling
Green in his quick trip into the old
dominion. Plans are now being
made for a second visit by
Governor Stevenson to Virginia.
Until the arrival of the two
presidential candidates this year,
Richmond, as well as most other
parts of the state, had seen
presidential candidates but twice
in the twentieth century.

The
White House
Fellowships
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COMFORT INN
Choose the Comfort Inn Farmville for all your guests! We're located
2 miles from downtown and just a few miles from the local colleges.
Features include a restaurant, pool, HBO, golf and fishing nearby.
For reservations call

804-392-8163
or toll free

800-228-5150

A unique opportunity
for outstanding Americans
early in their careers to
work for a year at
the highest levels of
the Federal Government
For more information.

Comfort
Inn
US 15 & US 460 By-Pass
r'arrnville.VA 23901
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America's Great Lodging Value

The President's Commission on
White House Fellowships
712 Jackson Place, N.W.
Washington. D.C 20503
(202) 395-4522

Collegians Not So Apathetic
By JIM SCHWARTZ
Today's students may be more
interested in jobs and wealth than
their predecessors, but it's not
because they're greedier, two
University
of
Wisconsin
professors say.
Their study of student attitudes
also suggests calling collegians
apathetic is a bum rap.
"I think attributing apathy to
this generation of college
students is
misleading,"
maintains Prof. Bud McClure of

A Positive Point
About Breast Cancer.
Now we can see it before
you can feel it. When it's no
Digger than the dot on this
page.
And when its 90# curable. With the best chance
of saving the breast.
The trick is catching it
early. And that's exactly
what a mammogram can do.
A mammogram is a simple x-ray that s simply the
>est news yet for detecting
breast cancer. And saving
ives.
If you're over 35, ask
your doctor about
mammography.

Give yourself the
chance of a lifetime.'"
AMERICAN
V CANCER
f SOCIETY'

the University of Wisconsin at notion that students are not as
politically passive as some critics
River Falls.
In a sample of almost 300 suggest, says Kenneth Green of
students from the River Falls UCLA, which co-sponsors with
campus, McClure and associate the American Council on
Thomas Russo found students to Education an annual survey of
200,000
freshmen
be most concerned with issues some
that have immediate impact on nationwide.
Most observers who call
their lives.
Students listed abortion, the collegians apathetic, in fact, cite
nuclear arms race, drug use, the UCLA study, which, among
pollution, conservation, politics, other discoveries, has found
world hunger, unemployment, freshmen becoming ever more
poverty and equal rights as their materialistic in their life goals.
The
findings
recently
most important concerns.
"International issues of today convinced a group of college
are perceived to be out of presidents to resolve to make
"community
service"
a
control," McClure says.
In contrast, the "quiet graduation requirement. The
generation" of the fifties was group hoped to end students'
more orderly because "there was "preoccupation" with career and
a
sense
of
(national) material goals.
But a number of other studies,
invulnerability."
But today's students, McClure most recently from Mount Hood
says, are not much different from College in Maryland, documents
their predecessors of the late that student attitudes generally
change and become less
sixties and early seventies.
He thinks it's because egocentric during the course of
observers often exaggerate the college.
And many of the other
number of students who were
impressions
of students as overly
politically active in the sixties,
and underestimate the number materialistic are derived from
studies done at "private elitist
who are active today.
The key to provoking student schools in the East," McClure
activism, he says, is to find issues contends.
McClure's study, done at a
that affect students directly, and
ones about which they feel they mid western state school, may be
more representative of student
can influence the outcome.
McClure attributes student attitudes nationwide, he says.
His
students'
career
interest in South African
apartheid to students realizing aspirations, moreover, have
they can influence college more to do with "trying to
holdings in companies doing establish an identity in a chaotic
business with the Pretoria world," McClure concludes. He
believes becoming a professional
government.
"I don't disagree with" the is a way of exerting control over
oneself in a world frequently
perceived as out of control.
"Some say it's greed, while
others say it's uncertainty about
the future," Green says of
student career aspirations.
"When I have asked a college
audience 'how many of you know
people who have lost their job?' I
see a sea of hands," Green adds.
This may be why "we see a lot
of portfolio-building behavior"
among college students, he
speculates.
ORGANIZATION

IT'S CHEAP!
YOUR CLUB OR
COULD BUY THIS SPACE
AT A REDUCED RATE TO
ADVERTISE A SPECIAL FUNCTION OR
EVENT. IFS EASIER THAN FLIERS OR
HANDOUTS AND GETS BETTER
COVERAGE.
CONTACT: RANDY COPELAND
ROTUNDA BOX 1133
OR CALL 392-4012
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Maybe there is
a substitute for
wvlihsitf

Subscribe to The Wall Street Journal
and enjoy student savings of up to $44. That's quite
a bargain, especially when you consider what it
really represents: Tuition for the real world.

Tbsubscnr3e,call8O0-257-120O,'exLl0OO toll-free
Or mail to The Wall Street Journal. 200 Burnett Koad. Chuopee. MA 01021
LI Send me one year of The Wall Street Journal for $63 - a SJMHJ -if $44 off
the rrgula r suhsrriptum trio
D Send me 15 weeks for $26.
□ Payment enclosed.
LJ Bill me lab i
Name

,
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School.
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Guys, if you're within 30 days of
turning 18, you have to register Just
go to the post office and fill out a card
It only: takes five minutes And don't
wom . there hasn't been a draft since
1973. The country )ust needs vour
name in cue there's ever a national
emergency.
Register. It's quick. It's easy.
And it's the law.
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American Heart
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AntropologyGets Boost

Chlamydia- Most

(Continued from Page 1)
tradition of music and the fiddle that studies the religion in other
and farm life in Scotland, the cultures and in American Society
Eskimos in Alaska and the tourist with a focus on Myth, Taboo,
business in Austria.
Cults and the Supernatural.
In January of 1981, she left
Next semester Dr. Armstrong
SUNY and went to the University will present a new class open to
of Paris VII in France where she all students entitled "Women in
taught American Culture and Society." According to Dr.
American History to French Armstrong, this directed study
students for one semester. She course "will be arranged around
stayed in Paris until April of 1982 readings about women in our own
and then returned to the United and other cultures. It is meant as
States. After her return she an introduction to the study of
began working in a law office in womens' roles and contributions
Connecticut where she did para from the perspective of
legal
research
on
the anthropology and sociology. An
International Banking Act and introductory level course in
real estate. After the birth of her either subject is helpful but not
daughter Delia in 1983 she mandatory and the course is open
continued working in the law to anyone in the community."
office until 1984, when she
Although Dr. Armstrong is
accepted a position at Cecil hoping to return to Scotland this
Community College in Maryland. summer, in the future she would
There she taught Sociology, like to direct a summer field
Social Problems and Marriage school in Scotland. She says she
and the Family until 1985 when "would like to take a group of
she accepted a position at students to a village near Wich,
IiOngwood.
Scotland, to study the people and
Dr. Armstrong says she came cultures there." She would try to
to Ixuigwood "in order to get arrange for students to stay in a
back into full-time teaching and stone cottage guest house during
because I was able to teach the field school. She wishes to
Anthropology again." Also, her hear from anyone interested in
husband Brian works just outside going to Scotland and doing field
of Washington, D.C., so studies there.
Farmville is in a good location for
On Longwood, Dr. Armstrong
her family.
says
that she is "quite impressed
At Longwood Dr. Armstrong is
presently
teaching
an with the Sociology and
Anthropology and Folklore class, Anthropology department" and
320, that studies other cultures feels "the student-faculty
and their tradition, folklore and relationships seem to be very
music, with a focus on the people good at Longwood." She says that
of southside Virginia. Students in "coming from New York to
her 320 class are required to do a Farmville, things are very new to
special project. Some of her me," however, she is enjoying
students are working on projects her teaching position at
Longwood
is
on the house styles, musical Longwood.
traditions, jokes and religion in fortunate to have Dr. Armstrong
certain culture areas. She also and her students are definitely
teaches a class entitled benefiting from her teaching
Supernatural Belief Systems, 321, expertise.

Prevalent S.T.D.
By JIM SCHWARTZ
Medical researchers claim
chlamydia has become the most
prevalent sexually transmitted
disease in the country, and
college students are among the
most likely to contract it.
Screenings of women coming to
health clinics at the universities
of
Washington,
Denver,
Nebraska, Alabama, Boston and
Tufts, among others, show seven
to 15 percent test positive for
chlamydia.
And rates as high as 35 percent
have been reported at certain
clinics.
There may now be three to four
million new cases of chlamydia
each year in the United States,
estimates Dr. Lawrence Sanders
of the Centers for Disease Control
in Atlanta.
Furthermore, 15-to-19-yearolds are the most likely people to
get the disease, the CDC says.
Little hard data exist to verify
that incidence of the seeminglyobscure disease is rising, but
general observations by doctors
around the county suggest the
disease is spreading, says Prof.
Walter Stamm of the University
of Washington's medical school.
However, research in England
does show incidence of the

many people are less concerned
about chlamydia than they are
about more fearsome veneral
diseases like AIDS and herpes.
At least 40 percent of the
chlamydia cases diagnosed in
women are asymtomatic, says
Susan Lloyd of the CDC.
About 20 to 30 percent of the
men diagnosed do not show
symtoms, she adds.
Victims often don't discover
they have chlamydia, moreover,
until they are treated for other
illnesses like gonorrhea.
Indeed,
chlamydia
and
gonorrhea often occur in tandem,
doctors say.
Anderson specualtes that most
chlamydia
victims
will
eventually develop symtoms if
the disease is left untreated.
Health centers are doing more
to prevent the spread of the
disease.
"We are getting more
aggressive in treating sex
partners," Anderson says.
The new tests also allow
clinicians to examine for
chlamydia specifically.
Anderson recommends young
adults who are sexually active,
especially with more than one
partner, should be tested for
chlamydia.

WESTERN AUTO

Vbucarit
eat fish from
foul water.

associate store
FARMVILLE SHOPPING CENTER

• BIKE REPAIRS •
* AUTO PARTS *
* STEREOS *
western union
AUTHORIZED AGENT!

PINO'S PIZZA
Large Pepperoni Pizza
$6.25
pH0*e -DELIVERY ONLY 5(K- »**>*■,
•AfrSiS*

disease has been increasing there
annually for the last ten years,
Stamm adds.
Especially troubling to doctors
is that chlamydia often does not
produce symptoms in its victims.
And, if left untreated in women,
the disease can cause pelvic
inflammatory disease, which can
lead to sterility, maintains Teri
Anderson, a clinical supervisor at
Denver General Hospital.
However, unlike acquired
immune deficiency syndrome
(AIDS) and herpes, chlamydia is
readily treatable with antibiotics
such as tetracycline, Anderson
explains.
Symptoms, usually occurring
within ten days, often include
discharge and a burning
sensation when urinating.
Increased availability of
cheaper tests for chlamydia also
may be contributing to the rise in
reports of the disease, Anderson
notes.
A chlamydia test usually costs
$35 to $50, she adds.
But Anderson cautions that
standard pelvic exams, even
those including a Pap smear,
usually will not detect
chlamydia.
The lack of symptoms in
victims may help explain why

5:00 p M TH clo ,n
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DAILY SPECIALS.
MONDAY
Italian Hoagie W/Chips
TUESDAY

Spaghetti W/Salad*
WEDNESDAY
Lasagna W/ Salad *

392.;
■3135
$2.00

$2.85
$3.99

THURSDAY
$1.00 OH Urge Or 50* OH Medium
FRIDAY

Meatball Parmiglano
SATURDAY
Pizza Steak
SUNDAY
Baked Zlta W Salad*

'DINNER SPECIAL...25* EXTRA TO GO ONLY.

$ 1 95
$2.00
$3.25

-

WOODSY OWL _

ED DEPT. COULD LOSE 25
PERCENT OF ITS BUDGET
Even
before
President
Reagan's budget proposed
slashing the Education Dept.'s
budget 10 percent, the
Congressional Budget Office told
the
Senate
last
week
"automatic" cuts due Mar. 1 to
satisfy the Gramm-Rudman
budget-balancing law could
shave 25 percent off the
department's fiscal 1987 budget.
That would amount to a cut of
$7.65 billion, compared to the $3.2
billion the president proposed
Feb. 5.
Pell Grant funding would be cut
by 17 percent, the American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities predicted.
But all college programs would
be "decimated" by the GrammRudman cuts, which go into
effect if Congress and the
president don't agree on
alternative cuts by March 1, the
Committee for Education
Funding says.

— FREE—
PREGNANCY TEST
All »«rvic«» confidential. Sam* day
rasults.

SOUTHSIDE PREGNANCY

aunt

- 24 HOUtS PHONE NOW IN TWO LOCATIONS:

CXEWE - 445-9936
FAIMVIUE - 392-4413
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Golf Team 'Optimistic9
Longwood men's golf coach
Steve Nelson is optimistic about
the upcoming spring season with
six veterans returning from the
fall and three newcomers
comprising the squad. The
Lancers have their first home
match Thursday when they play
Virginia
Wesleyan
and
Hampden-Sydney at Longwood
Golf Course at 1:00.
"We should be much better
than last year's team," said the
coach. "Our top three players are
solid golfers. If we can get some
good play from our number four
and five golfers we could do
well."
Junior Ty Bordner will seek to
equal or better his fall stroke
average of 77.2. Bordner set a
school record for 36 holes with a
71-72-143 in the Old Dominion
Tournament.
Newcomer Richard Hardy is
an experienced golfer who has
the ability to shoot in the 70's
consistently. Junior Mark

Marshall is another veteran
whom Nelson feels will do well
this spring.
The Lancer golfers opened
their season in the District III
Tournament in Sanford, North
Carolina March 10-11 balloning
from a first round 337 to a 349 and
finishing 17th out of 24 teams.
Longwood was tied for ninth
place after the first round at
Quail Ridge Golf Course, but
slipped eight spots after
slumping on the second day of the
tournament, ending up at 337-349686.
Hardy was Ix>ngwood's top
performer in the 36-hole tourney.
He carded an 85-79-164 to beat out
Bordner's 80-87-167 for team
honors.
Other LC competitors included
Marshall 86-91-177, Kevin Hare
86-92-178, Jeff Ramey 88-92-180
and Ron Hatch 94-94-188.
Also playing for Longwood this
spring are Chris Gray, Jon
Goddin and Joe Bemat.

Riders Take Ribbons
IiOngwood's riding team, in its
second competition of the spring,
earned nine ribbons in an
intercollegiate horse show at the
University of Virginia March 1,
but finished 10th with 12 points.
Virginia won the show with 49
points and Sweet Briar was
second with 30.
The lancers got ribbons from:
Karen
Clarke,
6th
in

TONY BEVERLEY

Week for the period March 3-10.
Player of the Week is selected by
the Longwood Sports Information
Office.
Beverley picked up a win
March 7 while blanking West
Virginia Tech over the final 3 and
one-third innings and came back
March 8 to blank Division II
power Shippensburg over the
three innings he worked in
Long wood's opening game 10-5
defeat.
The lancer pitcher has not
allowed a run in his last 11 and
one-third innings of work and
leads the I<ongwood staff in
earned run average at 1.26. He
has allowed just two earned runs
in 14.3 innings. With a 2-0 record
thus far, Beverely has already
notched a five-inning no-hitter.
He blanked Benedict March 1,
14-0, allowing just three walks
and striking out 10. His no-hit
performance is only the fourth in
Longwood baseball history.

Lewis- Ireland Bound

Longwood senior basketball Gordon, played the Irish National
(Continued from Page 12)
player Lonnie Lewis headed for Team, a pair of Irish all-star
Battling for the No. 1 spot are
Ireland March 15 in pursuit of a teams and competed in an
Chuck Fagan and Jeff Lewis, a dream.
International Tournament in
transfer from Gettysburg
As a member of the Carolina Dublin with other teams from
College. Freshmen Jeff Mount
All-Stars, a team made up of
and Doug Todd will likely play former college players from the Europe.
Lewis, a graduate of Henrico
the No. 4 and 6 positions in the top Carolinas and Virginia, Lewis
High
School in Richmond, has
six. Doug is the younger brother played against international
hopes
of playing professionally in
of former Lancer netter John competition on a five-game trip
Europe. Playing in Ireland gave
Todd (»).
through Ireland. The team, him a chance to show what he
Also new to the team is coached by former Winthrop
could do against international
freshman Tom Foster.
College Head Coach Neild competition.
"Even with the loss of three of
Gordon asked Lewis to be on
last year's top players, we will be
the
team after the Lancers' game
stronger this year," says
at Winthrop back in January.
Posipanko. "We have a better
Lewis is I/Migwood's third best
schedule, more home matches
all-time career scorer with 1,425
and good incoming talent. We
points. He averaged 18.1 points
should have a shot at a breakand ranked among national
even season."
leaders in free throw percentage
(.890) during the past season. The
6-3 senior reached double figures
in 26 of the lancers' 27 games in
1985-86.
An
All-Mason
Dixon
Conference first team selection,
Lewis was a co-captain for
Longwood, helping the Lancers
Wheels, tires- Leave it all to
rebound from a 4-10 start to finsih
Monte
$3.00.
14-13 and second in the MDAC.
E. 3RD. ST. BEHIND TEXACO
Also included on the team were
OPEN 10-5
several players from Winthrop,
Alto Fantastic Wax Jobsl
Presbyterian College and
LONNIE LEWIS
Newberry College.

MONTE'S
AUTOMATIC
CAR WASH

T^ngs^ominion

horsemanship on the flat and 5th
over fences, Mike Carey, 6th over
fences, Bill Fahey, 4th over
fences, Ann Lawson, 5th on the
flat, 6th over fences, Lawrence
Sutton, 4th on the flat, Sharon
Kauffman, 3rd on the flat, and
Jennifer Winn, 4th on the flat.
Longwood is looking forward to
hosting its first show of the
season April 6.

Player Of Week
Sophomore lefthander Tony
Beverley hurled shutout baseball
while working 6 and one-third
innings of relief and was chosen
Longwood College Player of the

I en n is

Pogell

[Veekmticud Scu?wm 9o& Offlotiunitia
Positions also available for weekends only (Saturday
and Sunday) and Saturdays only throughout the
season.
BENEFITS
Above average compensation.
Entry level positions begin at $3.60
per hour. Returning employees
from 1985 earn $3.70 per hour.
Food Service employees earn an
additional 25* per hour end of
season bonus. Many positions pay
more (see below).

• A schedule of 35-45 hours per
week in the summer.
• Time off for vacations.
• An opportunity to gain valuable
job experience.
• Opportunities for advancement and
promotion to supervisory positions.
• Internships available.

ADDITIONAL PAY INFORMATION
POSITION

Supervisor
Cash Control
Office & Clerical
Maintenance &
Grounds

PAY RATE
PER HR.

*4.25-*5.50
M.50-M.85
«4.00-«4.80
M.50

POSITION

Night Cleanup
Warehouse
Manager Trainee
Security
Marketing

PAY RATE
PER HR.

»4.50-«4.65
M.5O-M.60
M.25-M.40
M.25
»3.75-«4.40

mv HATES SUBJECT TO CMANO€

Interviews are held at the Kings Dominion Personnel Office
Monday through Friday, 2:00 p.m. - 5.00 p.m. • Saturdays. 9:00 a.m. -12:00 Noon
For a brochure on employment and pay Information, call (804) 876-5373

or write to:
Kings Dominion, Personnel Department

Box 166 • Doswell. VA 23047
EOE
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LANCER SPORTS
Baseball Splits Twin Bills;
Mayone Slams In Ten
logwood's baseball team, off
to a 9-3-1 start, took both ends of a
doubleheader from West Virginia
Tech March 7, but fell to visiting
Division II power Shippensburg
in a twin bill March 8 in action at
Lancer Field. The Lancers
resume play on the road Tuesday
at Radford before returning
home to host Division II's
Slippery Rock Thursday and
Mount St. Mary's Saturday. Both
twin bills begin at 1:00.
The
doubleheader with
Shippensburg marked
logwood's first big test of the
season. The Raiders are among
the best teams in Division II year
after year, and certainly lived up
to their billing.
Shippensburg won the first
game 10-5 and took the nightcap
6-0, handing the Lancers only
their second shutout in the last
132 games. In the opener the
visitors from Pennsylvania
pounded out 10 hits and took
advantage of two Longwood
errors to score four unearned
runs.
Junior pitcher Rob Furth took
the loss as longwood squandered
a 3-0 first inning lead. Catcher
Jeff Rohm and rightfielder Mike
Haskins came through with the
kev hits. Two walks plus a double

by first baseman Jeff Mayone
loaded the bases. Rohm plated
one run with a single and Haskins
delivered a two-out base-hit for
two more runs.
The Raiders took control in the
third on two walks, a single and a
homer for a 4-3 lead. Six more
turns crossed the plate in the
fourth on five hits, an error and a
walk. Tony Beverley came on in
the fifth to shut-out Shippensburg
over the final three innings.
longwood loaded the bases in
the fifth and scored two runs on a
sacrifice fly by Tom Klatt and an
error, but could pull no closer.
In
the
second
game
Shippensburg's Gapper fired a
one-hitter and blanked the
Lancers. The Raider hurler
allowed only three Lancer
runners to reach base. LC loaded
the bases in the third on a walk,
an error and an infield single by
third baseman Marty Ford which
hit an umpire.
Clapper got out of the jam by
inducing Lancer shortstop Kelvin
Davis and Mayone to hit into
fielder's choices. Junior pitcher
Tony Browning was saddled with
the loss as 3 Shippensburg
homers spelled the difference.
The Raiders are now 2-0.
Jeff Mayone ripped four hits in

MAYONE DRIVES
IN 10 RUNS
seven at-bats and plated five runs
in each game with a 3-run homer
to pace the sweep of West
Virginia Tech.
Longwood
pounded the Bears, who were
opening their season, 15-0 and 168 behind a 24-hit attack.
Mayone, the top Lancer
slugger, upped his season RBI
total to 15 with the barrage. The
junior is hitting .333 and is
IiOngwood's career leader in
homers with 21.
Sophomores Bill Conroy and

Davis backed Mayone in the
opener. Conroy, hitting .375 with 7
RBI, and Davis, the I^ancers' top
run producer with 14, each had a
2-run double. Beverley picked up
his second win of the season in
relief of starter Steve Gedro.
Beverley pitched 3 and one-third
innings of shutout baseball in a
game that was stopped after six
innings.
It was in the second game that
Mayone clouted his 3-run homer.
Davis added three more RBI with
a 2-run homer, Rohm went 3-4
with two doubles and 3 RBI and
freshman Greylin Rice drove in 3
runs with a double. Freshman
Joel Bryant picked up the win
with relief help from Tommy
Walsh. Darkness stopped the
game after five innings. Bryant is
now 2-0.
longwood played the games
without the services of
centerfielder Dennis Leftwich,
out with a twisted ankle. Leftwich
hit a torrid .476 and stole five
bases in six attempts in the
I^ancers first seven games before
being injured. Rohm and senior
second baseman Todd Thompson
returned to action after missing
several games with hand injuries
and Conroy played despite a
sprained ankle.

Shuler, Gough Expected
To Lead Softball
langwood's women's softball
team, which may face a
rebuilding year in 1986, opens its
season this week with four home
doubleheaders in six days.
The Lady Lancers host
Vermont Monday at 3:00,
Virginia Wesleyan Tuesday at
2:30. Ferrum Thursday at 3:00
and Ix>ck Haven Saturday at 3:00.
All of Longwood's home
doubleheaders will be played at
the Farmville Armory field.

Returning players include veteran of the team Penny
Bobbi
Shuler,
Annette Gough.
Easterling, Julie Biscoe, Chris
On a team with no seniors,
Ltbtl, Haidee Shiflet, and the Gough, a junior first baseman,
will be looked to by her younger
teammates for leadership and
help as needed. Gough batted .283
and drove in 13 runs last season.
Shuler, an outfielder, led the
team in RBI last season with 18
and batted .247.
Unfortunately for Ix)ngwood,
none of the six returning players
is a pitcher. The I^ady lancers
will have a completely new staff.
Newcomers Stacey Thompson
and Jill Everett will share the
mound duties.

"We are anxious about the
start of the season," said firstyear coach I-oretta Coughlin.
"We are young but as the season
progresses we will develop a
chemistry to play well together."
Coughlin and fourth year
assistant coach Ernest Neal have
six players back from last year's
lt-11 team. tang wood has had
four winning seasons in five
years of softball competition.

BOBBI SHULER

Other newcomers include lx)is
Kinch, Tina Hall, Mary Dailey,
Kattie Parsons, Theresa Kinzie
and Stacey Easton.
Ix)ngwood lost the services of
top returning pitcher Andrea
Samsky because of illness.

Women's Golf
Gears Up

Longwood's women's golf
team is shooting for another high
finish in the National Small
College Tournament as the Lady
lancers open their spring season.
Third in the 1985 tournament,
Ix)ngwood will serve as host of
this year's event which will be
played in Wilmington, North
Carolina April 11-13.
Expected to lead the Lady
lancer effort is sophomore Tina
Barrett, who qualified for the
NCAA
Women's
Golf
Tournament last spring. Barrett
set a school record for stroke
average — 78.6, and was named a
second team All-American.
Marcia Melone, a co-captain
along with Barrett, is hoping to
regain the form that earned her
second team All-America honors
last spring. She had a stroke
average of 80.8 in 1984-85, but
didn't play as well in this year's
fall season.
The I^ady lancers opened their
spring season March 7-9 in the
Hudson Industries-Troy State
Invitational Tournament at
takepoint State Park in Eufaula,
Alabama, and finished in a
disappointing 20th place out of 21
mostly Division I teams.
Longwood opened the tourney
with a 343 but improved to 333 in
the second round. Windy
conditions contributed to the
Lady Lancers' final round of 350
for a 54-hole total of 1026. Coach
Barbara Smith's 5-person lineup
included all sophomores.
Barrett
played
well,
particularly the first two days, at
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the I-akepoint State Park course,
It appears that Longwood a long layout which featured lots
men's tennis coach Rich of potential problems with water.
Posipanko has his work cut out She paced Longwood with a 78-77for him after a 2-14 record in 1985, 83-238. Melone shot 88-81-86-255.
but the coach feels the 1986 team Tammy Lohren shot 86-88-90-264,
could be his best since the 1983 Gretchen Pugh 91-87-91-269 and
squad finished 7-7.
Nacy Ryan 91-94-94-279.
The I^ancer netters open the Also playing for Ixwigwood this
season this week with four home spring will be Susan Broadwater,
matches. Longwood hosts Amy I^vin, Kim Poirier, I>eigh
Glassboro Wednesday at 3:00, Russell, I^slie Oscovitch, and
John Jay Thursday at 3:30, Libby Moore who joined the team
King's College (PA) Saturday at this spring.
1:00 and Ix>ck Haven Sunday at The Troy State Tournament
1:00.
provided the Lady Iiancers with
Longwood will be led by their first extended action on a
returnees Arjun Rishi and J. D. golf course since the end of the
Almond. Almond is expected to fall season in October. With the
play No. 5 and Rishi No. 3. John next tournament in Florida
Pastino is another veteran from March 30 through April 1 (the
last season.
Peggy Kirk Bell Invitational),
Longwood's golfers will be
looking to improve on their
(Continued on Page 11)
performance in Alabama.

Tennis

